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Identifying Risk in Your Dental Practice

Strategies for the Best Transition

During this lecture, you will how to:

Do you have one or more practices? Do you want an Associate buy-in? Is your practice
‘Corp’ ready?
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• Identify the common legal pitfalls that many dentists run into
• Communicate effectively to avoid errors and prevent lawsuits
• Handle negative treatment outcomes and what should be done in the case of a complaint
or lawsuit

Transition discussion on the best options for your practice. Market conditions and
valuations – utilizing the market to obtain the best price and transition for you.
SPEAKER:

SPEAKER:

Julian Perez – VP, Risk Management & Compliance, dentalcorp

TIME | 12:30pm TO 1:15pm
THEATRE | 6
CATEGORY | CATEGORY 3
			1 CE Credit
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Accounting* | Planning | Coaching

Maximize your practice potential! Key opportunities and challenges must be identified,
measured against benchmarks, and actioned to achieve success. TMFD Practice Coaches
will discuss where to focus for maximum impact to improve the bottom line. As practice cash
flow increases, hold on to those rewards with proper tax planning. TMFD Financial will review
recent major tax changes, to keep more of what you earn for future professional and personal
family needs.
Mari Lepa, Practice Coach, Lead, TMFD Financial
Stive Farronato, CFO and Managing Director, Tax & Accounting, TMFD Financial
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TIME | 12:30pm TO 1:15pm
THEATRE | 10
CATEGORY | CATEGORY 3
			1 CE Credit
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Get More Out of Your Practice, Keep More in Your Pocket!
Practice Performance & Tax Planning

SPEAKERS:

Henry Doyle, Heaps & Doyle

Like us on

Join the conversation

twitter/TADWinterClinic

What’s New in Oral and Systemic Risk?
Many patients are aware of the Oral Systemic Connection. Let’s dive into the symptoms
and visual clues that show as risk factors for systemic diseases. We will discuss conditions
that are caused by or related to high risk periodontal pathogens. Over the lunch hour we will
provide you with an understanding of how your patients biofilm influences systemic risk as
well as NEW and innovative ways to improve their periodontal health.
Join us to receive FREE Educational resources that enable you to continue your care beyond
your chair.
SPEAKER:

Like us on

Kerry Lepicek RDH

Join the conversation

twitter/TADWinterClinic
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